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Abstract
The goals of this research were to analyze cardiac sympathetic recovery patterns and evaluate 
whether sympathetic cardiac responses to a task challenge can be predicted using residual cardiac 
activity measured directly after the task (that is, during the recovery period). In two studies (total 
N = 181), we measured cardiac sympathetic activity, quantified as pre-ejection period (PEP) and RB 
interval, during both task performance and the 2-minute recovery period following the task. 
Additional analyses examined effects on RZ interval. We found that sympathetic recovery from a task 
was rather quick: Cardiovascular recovery occurred within the first 30 seconds of the recovery period. 
Nevertheless, residual cardiac activity during the recovery period had predictive power for task-
related cardiac activity. This suggests that sympathetic cardiac activity during recovery may serve as a 
useful indicator of task-related cardiac sympathetic activity. We discuss the implications of these 
findings for practical applications and the design of future studies. 
Keywords: post-task recovery, sympathetic cardiac activity, pre-ejection period, RB interval, RZ 
interval 
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1. Introduction
The goal of this research was two-fold: (1) describing patterns of cardiac sympathetic recovery 
and (2) examining the usefulness of post-task recovery cardiac activity to determine levels of activity 
in the preceding task. Regarding the first goal, cardiac sympathetic recovery, in contrast to vagal 
recovery, has been largely overlooked in past research. Thus, this research fills this gap by providing 
findings on the recovery patterns of indices of beta-adrenergic cardiac activity such as pre-ejection 
period (PEP) and RB interval—we also analyzed recovery patterns of RZ interval. Furthermore, 
recording the physiological signals that are required to assess sympathetic activity can be difficult and 
these signals are prone to artifacts (e.g., Cybulski et al., 2007). Consequently, there are multiple 
situations in which it is very difficult or even impossible to reliably measure sympathetic cardiac 
activity during a task. Thus, a second goal of the current research was to verify whether focusing on 
post-task activity could be a solution to this problem. Specifically, we examine whether changes in 
cardiac sympathetic activity in response to a task challenge can be predicted using residual cardiac 
activity during the post-task recovery period.  
1.1. Sympathetic cardiac reactivity
There are several non-invasive indicators of beta-adrenergic sympathetic influence on the 
heart such as PEP, RB, and RZ interval (see Figure 1). Probably the most frequently used is PEP, which 
is the interval between Q-onset (the beginning of left ventricle depolarization) and B-point (the 
opening of the aortic valve; e.g., Berntson, Lozano, Chen, & Cacioppo, 2004; Cacioppo et al., 1994; 
Sherwood et al., 1990). However, the challenge here is that Q-onset is not visible in all people 
(DeMarzo & Lang, 1996). Furthermore, although some researchers suggested that PEP is the most 
sensitive measure of beta-adrenergic influence on the heart (e.g., Kelsey, 2012), others claim that 
virtually all of the sympathetically mediated variation in PEP is captured by RB interval, that is, the 
interval between R-peak and B-point (Kelsey & Guethlein, 1990; Mezzacappa et al., 1999). Thus, in the 
current study, we analyze both PEP and RB interval. Nevertheless, the B-point, required for calculating 
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both PEP and RB interval, can be difficult to locate and is prone to signal distortion (see more in the 
following paragraphs; e.g., Lozano et al., 2007). Thus, it has been proposed that analyzing RZ interval, 
the interval between R-peak and C-point (the moment corresponding to the maximum blood flow 
through the aortic valve) is more practical (Lozano et al., 2007). However, although the three measures 
are closely related, PEP and RB interval are more directly associated with sympathetic activation than 
RZ interval (Eijnatten et al., 2014; Mezzacappa et al., 1999). We present therefore the analysis of RZ 
interval in the Supplementary Materials.  
INSERT FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE 
Importantly, the abovementioned measures are more sensitive to changes in the sympathetic 
impact on the heart than popular cardiovascular indices such as blood pressure or heart rate (e.g., 
Berntson, Quigley, & Lozano, 2007). Systolic blood pressure is influenced not only by the force with 
which the heart contracts but also by total peripheral resistance, which has a complex relationship 
with sympathetic activity. Consequently, systolic blood pressure reflects beta-adrenergic sympathetic 
activity only when parallel changes in total peripheral resistance are very small. The same applies to 
diastolic blood pressure, which is less influenced by cardiac contractility than by total peripheral 
resistance. Finally, heart rate is influenced by both parasympathetic and sympathetic outflow.  
However, as mentioned above, quantifying PEP, or RB, or even RZ interval, can be challenging. 
1.2 Challenges in quantifying sympathetic cardiac activity  
 Impedance cardiograms are prone to distortion of the signal, especially due to motion 
artifacts (e.g., Cybulski et al., 2007; Cybulski et al., 2018; Hurwitz, Shyu, Reddy, Schneiderman, & Nagel, 
1990; Qu, Zhang, Webster, & Tompkins, 1986). Research using Holter recordings has shown that, on 
average, only about 60% of the signal is artifact-free and, in extreme cases, it can be as low as 20% 
(Cybulski et al., 2007). One could expect the proportion of artifact-free signal to be much higher in 
strictly controlled laboratory studies as compared to daytime, portable holter recordings, but there 
are multiple situations in which, even in the lab, the signal quality can be compromised. 
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Artifacts can be expected in any study that requires movements such as locomotion, extensive 
head, neck, or torso movement, as well as even small hand movements. It has been shown that at rest 
in the supine position, signal quality was almost perfect with a 98% artifact-free signal, whereas during 
walking, turning over in a supine position, or walking on stairs only 79%, 77%, and 74% of the 
impedance signals were artifact-free, respectively (Cybulski et al., 2011). Furthermore, a high 
percentage of artifacts has been observed even for tasks which require little movements: 80% of the 
signal were artifact-free when sitting and 78% when reading while sitting (Cybulski et al., 2011). 
Interestingly, tasks requiring participants to speak might cause large distortions in the location of an 
impedance cardiogram’s B-point, which might be even larger than for bicycle exercise (Hurwitz et al., 
1990). However, it is also worth noting that in other studies, there were no issues related to ICG 
measurement during speaking tasks (e.g., Kelsey et al., 1999, 2000, 2004). One could therefore expect 
that virtually any procedure that requires participants to perform even small movements could 
introduce some noise in the signal.  
It is known that careful placement of the electrodes improves signal quality, but it is 
insufficient to obtain a completely artifact-free signal (Cybulski et al., 2018). One of the often 
employed methods of dealing with the imperfect measurement of electrocardiograms and impedance 
cardiograms is ensemble averaging (Hurwitz et al., 1990; Qu et al., 1986; Zhang et al., 1986). In this 
method, the impedance cardiogram signal is averaged, beat-by-beat, according to a chosen landmark, 
usually the R-peak. However, averaging in this way may introduce biases in the signal (e.g., Pandey & 
Pandey, 2005) and, thus, averaging a very noisy signal from participants who are moving or speaking 
might result in biased estimates. In some standard settings this might be acceptable as the signal can 
later be inspected and treated offline. In other cases, however, this would not be adequate. For 
instance, in some situation, the data from a task period may be extremely noisy, so that the relevant 
landmarks are not visible. Furthermore, if researchers would like to obtain real-time information 
about a cardiac sympathetic activity, careful, extensive data cleaning would be precluded. This also 
applies, for example, to adaptive automation for which dynamic task-control balancing of task 
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requirements is required (e.g., Pope, Bogart, & Bartolome, 1995; Schaefer, Haarmann, & Boucsein, 
2008). Thus, the existing methods of dealing with noisy impedance signals are not satisfactory. 
Fortunately, research on cardiac recovery shows that task-related cardiac activity does not disappear 
or return to baseline values immediately after a task. 
1.3. Residual cardiac activity during recovery 
While cardiac reactivity is the magnitude of change in one or more parameters during a 
performance of a task, cardiac recovery is a response to the termination of a task and usually involves 
a return to pre-task baseline levels (e.g., Linden, Earle, Gerin, & Christenfeld, 1997). Depending on 
how challenging a task was and which measure is considered, it may take up to several minutes for 
the cardiac parameters to return to baseline values (Panaite, Salomon, Jin, & Rottenberg, 2015). It has 
been shown that within the first minute of recovery after a psychologically stressful task, heart period 
(the inverse of heart rate) change scores increased by 75% on average (Spalding, Jeffers, Porges, & 
Hatfield, 2000).  
However, recovery dynamics depend on many task-related and individual characteristics. 
Regarding a task, the most important characteristic seems to be the level of activity while performing 
it. For example, Pierpont and colleagues (2000) found that HR stabilized around 3 minutes after 
treadmill exercise. Another factor that influences cardiovascular recovery is task duration, but findings 
related to its impact have been conflicting (Michael, Graham, & Davis, 2017). Apart from task 
conditions, cardiac recovery also seems to be sensitive to individual characteristics. The literature 
suggests fitness, age, ethnicity, and (although with somewhat mixed findings) gender might have an 
important influence on cardiovascular recovery dynamics (e.g., Carillo et al., 2001; Carter, 
Watenpaugh & Smith, 2001; Dorr et al., 2007; Forcier et al., 2006; Fichera & Anreassi, 2000; Girdler & 
Turner, 1990; Hamidovic et al., 2020; Kudielka et al., 2004; Lash et al., 1991; Stoney, Davis & 
Matthiews, 1987).  
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Most prior research on cardiovascular recovery has focused on heart rate, heart rate 
variability, and blood pressure measures. PEP has rarely been examined during recovery (Michael et 
al., 2017). For example, in a meta-analysis on cardiac recovery and its impact on heart failure and all-
cause mortality by Panaite and colleagues (2015), out of 37 included studies, 34 focused on HR, 8 
analysed blood pressure recovery patterns, but only one (i.e., Heponiemi et al., 2007) considered PEP. 
Nevertheless, there are a few studies in which researchers described PEP recovery patterns. 
For example, it has been shown that at low levels of task difficulty, the differences between 
PEP scores in task and recovery periods occur not earlier than 30 seconds post-task and the activity 
returned to baseline values at the end of a 5-minute recovery period (Nandi & Spodick, 1977). At 
higher levels of task difficulty, the residual PEP activity did not significantly differ from the task 
reactivity until much later throughout the 5-minute recovery period and it did not return to baseline 
values in this period. In contrast, after the first 30 seconds of recovery, HR reactivity differed from task 
reactivity irrespective of how challenging the task was, and it seemed that HR approached baseline 
values faster than it was the case for PEP. 
In line with these findings, there is evidence that cardiac recovery results mainly from post-
challenge vagal reactivation (e.g., Imai et al., 1994; Linden et al., 1997; Perini et al., 1989). This is 
because the impact of the parasympathetic (vagal) system on the heart is faster than the sympathetic 
influence. In particular, increased parasympathetic activity causes the initial post-task reduction in HR, 
whereas sympathetic withdrawal causes a further decrease in HR at later stages of recovery (e.g., 
Kannankeril, Le, Kadish, & Goldberger, 2004; Pierpont, Stolpman, & Gornick, 2000). Thus, these 
findings lead us to expect that sympathetically driven cardiac activity will not dissipate immediately 
after cessation of a task and that it will correlate with activation during the task. 
1.4. Overview of the studies 
To reiterate, the goal of this research was to (1) analyze cardiac sympathetic recovery and (2) 
examine whether changes in cardiac sympathetic activity in response to a challenge can be predicted 
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using residual cardiac activity during a post-task recovery period. We analyzed data from two studies 
(total N = 181)1 in which participants performed a task in a VR environment. In both studies, we 
measured cardiac activity while participants were performing various tasks in the VR environment and 
during a 2-minute recovery period directly after the tasks. We correlated cardiac activity in the 
recovery period with activity during task performance. Next, we used recovery scores to predict 
condition assignment within a task. Finally, we describe the patterns of the return to baseline. In the 
main text, we present the results for PEP and RB interval. The analyses of RZ interval and HR are 
presented in Supplementary Materials. 
2. Study 1 
2.1. Method 
2.1.1. Participants 
Sixty participants, 59 men and 1 woman aged 19–24 (M = 21.58, SD = 1.45, with average BMI, 
M = 24.38, SD = 1.79) took part in the study. All participants were firefighter trainees in the second 
year of their education. All of them already had considerable experience in performing in real rescue 
operations. Participants were recruited at the College of the State Fire Service in Krakow (Poland). One 
participant was excluded from the dataset due to problems with ECG recording; one additional person 
was excluded due to a very noisy ICG signal. Thus, the final sample included 58 participants. This 
research was approved by the Ethical Committee at the Institute of Applied Psychology at Jagiellonian 
University.  
2.1.2. Measures and Equipment 
2.1.2.1. Task 
Participants were immersed in VR with a stereoscopic head-mounted display using HTC Vive 
(HTC, New Taipei City, Taiwan; Valve Corporation, Bellevue, Washington). In the rescue challenge 
 
1 In this paper we use data from a study published elsewhere (Czarnek, Strojny, Strojny, & Richter, 2020) that 
focuses on testing theoretical predictions related to effort mobilization during a task. In contrast, here we 
present an exploratory analysis of the cardiac indices of sympathetic activation in the recovery period. 
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condition, participants were instructed to perform a simulated rescue operation. Their task was to 
perform a standard rescue procedure (details of the procedure are outlined in the National Firefighting 
and Rescue System2) implemented in VR and to identify critically injured victims of a car crash. For 
example, participants could check victims’ consciousness, airways, breathing, circulation, and identify 
victims requiring further medical help. There were 6 victims with various injuries; the time limit for 
executing the rescue procedure was 5 minutes. In the control condition, participants explored a similar 
VR environment for five minutes; this environment presented part of a small town, including a traffic 
junction, local administration buildings, and small stores, but there was no car crash or victims and 
participants did not have a rescue goal. 
2.1.2.2. Physiological Acquisition 
We obtained participants' ECG and ICG using a BIOPAC MP160 system. For ECG, we used a 3-
lead setup with pre-gelled Ag/AgCl spot electrodes in a Lead-II configuration (electrodes were placed 
on the right and left clavicles and on the lower left abdomen). For ICG, we used eight 8 Ag/AgCl pre-
gelled spot electrodes. The upper voltage recording electrodes were placed at the base of the neck; 
the lower recording electrodes were placed at the level of the xiphoid process at the mid-axillary lines 
on the left and right sides of the body. The current electrodes were placed 3 cm above (for the neck) 
and below (for the abdomen) the recording electrodes. The distance between recording electrodes 
on the neck and the abdomen was approximately 30 cm. Participants’ skin was abraded with ELPREP 
gel before the electrodes were attached. The ECG and ICG signals were sampled at 1000 Hz using a 
BioNomadix BN-ECG-2 and a BioNomadix-NICO, respectively. Data was stored with AcqKnowledge 5.0 
software. All the hardware and software used to obtain physiological data were developed by BIOPAC 
(BIOPAC Systems, Goleta, CA, USA). 
 
2 Available at http://www.straz.gov.pl/english/national_firefighting_rescue_system 




First, participants provided signed consent and answered a set of demographic questions. 
Next, they were randomly assigned to either the rescue challenge condition or the control condition. 
Before performing the VR rescue operation task, participants were instructed how to use the HTC Vive 
controllers, after which they were asked to wear the VR goggles and watch a relaxing movie while 
sitting for 8 minutes. While participants were watching the movie, we measured their physiological 
baseline activity. Next, participants were given task instructions and performed the VR rescue 
operation task for 5 minutes. After the task, participants were asked to stand still for 2 minutes while 
wearing the VR headset and being immersed in the VR environment. We continued recording ECG and 
ICG signals throughout the recovery period, after which participants removed the VR goggles and 
controllers and completed questionnaires that measured their affect and perception of the task. As 
the main objective of this paper is an analysis of the recovery period, we do not report performance 
metrics or questionnaire scores. The data for these variables and all further details of the study 
procedure can be found in Czarnek and colleagues (2020). 
2.1.4. Offline Analysis 
We bandpass-filtered the ECG (0.5–40 Hz) and ICG signals (0.5–50 Hz, Hurwitz et al., 1993). 
QRS complexes in the ECG signal were automatically detected with the Pan-Tomkins algorithm (Pan & 
Tomkins, 1985). In the ICG signals, C-points were automatically detected using an adaptive template-
matching method (BIOPAC, 2016) and B-points were identified using the R-C polynomial method 
(Lozano et al., 2007). Detected Q-onsets, R-peaks, B-points, and C-points were visually inspected and 
corrected if necessary (i.e., when a landmark deviated from a definition, the landmark’s position was 
adjusted if possible). We manually removed 2% and 3% of the data in the baseline and the recovery 
period, respectively (both for PEP and RB), whereas in the task period we removed 14% of the PEP 
and 13% of RB data.  
PEP was defined as the interval between Q-onset (ECG) and B-point (ICG); RB interval was 
defined as the interval between R-peak (ECG) and B-point (ICG). We removed PEP and RB interval 
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values which deviated by more than ±2 SD from the period median score of a participant. In other 
words, we first calculated median scores per each period, i.e., baseline, task, and recovery for each 
participant. Next, we removed PEP and RB interval values which deviated by more than ±2 SD from 
the period median score. Using data with removed outlying values, we calculated baseline, task, and 
recovery scores. The cardiac baseline scores were calculated as an arithmetic mean of the data 
collected during the last 5 minutes of the baseline period. Cardiac task scores were calculated as an 
arithmetic mean of the data collected during the task (which lasted 5 minutes). Cardiac recovery 
scores has been calculated in two ways, as described below.  
For the analysis of the relationship between cardiac sympathetic task reactivity and post-task 
residual activity, we averaged PEP and RB interval values over 10-second segments and correlated 
them with the task-related activity. Importantly, the values in the 10-second segments were non-
overlapping, i.e., we averaged the values in the recovery period between the 1st and 10th second of 
the recovery, then between the 11th and 20th second, the 21st and 30th, and so on for the 120-second 
recovery measurement. This resulted in twenty-four recovery period scores per participant3: twelve 
for PEP and twelve for RB interval. We computed cardiac change scores by subtracting baseline scores 
from task scores and each segement of the recovery period scores (Llabre et al., 1991).  
For the purposes of graphical presentation and visual exploration of the recovery patterns, we 
used a finer method of data aggregation: We aggregated PEP and RB interval values over 1-second 
segments of the recovery. For example, if a participant’s heart rate exceeded 60 beats per minute, 
they had more than one PEP and RB interval value per second; in such cases, we averaged these values. 
The reason for choosing 1-second aggregation granularity was to make the time resolution as high as 
possible but at the same time to have the same number of cycles per participant so we could plot the 
data as a time series. Similarly, we aggregated PEP and RB interval values in the task period using 1-
 
3 In this analysis, we did not use ensemble averaging because motion artifacts were present in our data and they 
would have disproportionately influenced the estimates if only a 10-second time window had been used. 
Although this procedure is popular and efficient, the estimates are very similar to beat-by-beat scoring (e.g., 
Kelsey & Guethlein, 1990; Muzi et al., 1985).  
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second segments for the sole purpose of graphical presentation. Next, we calculated change scores 
by subtracting baseline scores from each segment score. 
2.2. Results 
Descriptive statistics and intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC; measure of internal 
consistency) for PEP and RB per condition are presented in Table 1. 
 
INSERT TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE 
 
2.2.1. Relationship between the task and the recovery activity 
2.2.2.1. Correlation between task and recovery scores 
 We ran a series of linear regression models in which we regressed task scores on the recovery 
scores, one model per each 10-second segment, separately for PEP and RB interval. This resulted in 
twelve models for PEP and twelve models for RB intervals. A summary of all the linear regression 
models for PEP is presented in the Supplementary Tables S2a - S2b. We present the relationships 
between the individuals’ task scores and recovery scores for PEP in Figure 2 (the scores are 
standardized). We found that the PEP recovery scores calculated over each of the 10-second segments 
were significantly related to the task scores. The effects persisted when we adjusted p-values for 
multiple comparisons using the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure (Benjamini & Hochberg,1995)4. R2 
varied from .33 to .45, and standardized regression (or beta) coefficients ranged from .57 to .67. The 
beta coefficients inform how many standard deviations a PEP task score changes per each standard 
deviation increase in the PEP recovery scores. Given that the beta coefficient in a simple linear 
regression equals the correlation between the variables, a more intuitive interpretation of these 
values is probably that the correlations were moderately positive. Although the beta coefficients 
 
4 The effects for this and other analyses did not change when we re-ran the analysis using robust linear regression 
which suggests that the correlations were not driven by extreme cases.  
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tended to be nominally larger for the initial segments of the recovery period, as shown in 
Supplementary Figure S1, they did not differ from each other.  
INSERT FIGURE 2 ABOUT HERE 
We repeated the analysis for RB intervals. The summary of all the linear regression models is 
presented in the Supplementary Tables S3a – S3b. The relationships between the individual RB interval 
task scores and recovery scores are presented in Figure 3. Similarly, as for PEP, we found that the 
recovery scores calculated over each of the 10-second periods were positively correlated with the task 
scores. However, when we applied corrections for multiple analyses, this relationship became 
insignificant (adjusted p = .054) for two segments of the recovery: 81–90 and 91–100 seconds. R2 
varied from .07 to .37. Beta estimates ranged from .26 to .61, suggesting weak to moderate 
correlations and, as shown in Supplementary Figure S2, the correlations tended to be stronger for the 
initial segments of the recovery period. 
INSERT FIGURE 3 ABOUT HERE 
2.2.2.2. Predicting condition assignment using recovery scores 
The next step was to predict whether a participant was in the control vs. rescue challenge 
condition using scores calculated from 10-second segments of the recovery period. To that aim, we 
ran a series of logistic regression models in which we regressed task condition assignment (control vs. 
rescue challenge) on the recovery scores, again one model per each 10-second segment, separately 
for PEP and RB interval. Similarly, the analysis resulted in twelve regression models for PEP and twelve 
models for RB interval 5.  
 
5 We also ran a repeated-measures analysis in which we included task scores as well as scores for each 10-second 
segment of the recovery. This analysis (as well as the associated graphs, which are presented in the 
Supplementary Table S4 and Figure S3 for Study 1, Table S14 and Figure S12 for Study 2) shows the differences 
in cardiac reactivity between the conditions. Because the task scores were coded as Time = 0, the coefficient for 
the condition represents the differences between the control and experimental conditions during the task. 
Furthermore, this analysis shows the decrease of activity from the task to the recovery period. 
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For PEP, we were not able to predict the condition assignment using recovery scores (the 
effect in the first 10-second segment became insignificant after applying a correction for multiple 
comparisons). For RB interval, interestingly, we found a relationship between the recovery activity 
and the condition assignment for every 10-second segment between the 1st and 80th second of the 
recovery but not for any further segment. In other words, we were able to reliably predict task 
condition assignment solely on the basis of the recovery scores data from any initial eight 10-second 
segment (or until the 80th second) of the recovery. However, the prediction was most accurate for the 
first 30 seconds of the recovery: The R2 in the first 30 seconds of the recovery varied between .35 and 
.60, while for the segments between the 40th and 90th second of the recovery it varied between .13 
and .27.The details of all the logistic regression models are provided in the Supplementary Tables S5a 
– S6b). 
2.2.2. Patterns of the recovery 
The time-series of the 1-second segments of PEP and RB interval scores for the control and 
rescue challenge conditions are plotted in Figure 4, Panel A and Panel B, respectively. Visual inspection 
of the change scores suggested that the sympathetic activity decreases most in the first 30 seconds of 
the recovery period, i.e., the PEP and RB interval change scores become less negative within that time 
segment. For PEP, after 30 seconds of a recovery period, the activity approaches the baseline level. 
For RB interval, the activity below the baseline level is observed until around 50 seconds post-task. 
Nevertheless, activity below baseline level occurs only for the condition with relatively strong 
reactivity during the task period, i.e. the rescue challenge condition. For the control condition, for 
which the activation during the task was not strong, the recovery pattern quickly returned to baseline 
values. 
 
INSERT FIGURE 4 ABOUT HERE 




In this study, we demonstrated the patterns of cardiac sympathetic recovery using PEP and 
RB interval. We also showed that the residual cardiac activity from the 2-minute post-task recovery 
was significantly related to task reactivity. This was the case for each 10-second segment of the 
recovery and both for PEP and for all except two segments for RB interval. For RB interval, the 
correlations were stronger for the initial 30–40 seconds of the recovery than for the later segments. 
Both for PEP and RB interval, the task and recovery scores were moderately correlated. Interestingly, 
predicting task condition assignment using the recovery scores showed that we can estimate the 
condition assignment at well above chance level using the first 80 seconds of RB interval, but such an 
estimate would not be reliable if one used PEP scores. As previously stated, R-peak is much easier to 
identify than Q-onset (e.g., Seery et al., 2016), potentially making RB interval a more reliable measure. 
Analysis of intra-class correlation (Table 1) showed that RB interval was indeed more reliable than PEP 
during the task.  
Furthermore, our analysis of the patterns of the recovery suggests that recovery from a task 
challenge depends on the level of activity during the task: A clear pattern of sympathetic withdrawal 
was visible mainly for participants who were relatively highly activated during the task, i.e., those who 
were in an rescue challenge condition. This was evident in a linear decrease in activity during the first 
30 and 40 seconds of the recovery for PEP and RB interval, respectively. 
Nevertheless, the current findings suggest that task scores, both for PEP and RB interval, might 
be accurately predicted from the recovery score. The analysis for the RZ interval (Supplementary 
Tables S7a – S8b and  Figures S4 – S6) is in line with the findings reported for PEP and RB interval. 
Specifically, the correlations between task and recovery scores were positive for all 10-second 
segments and the condition prediction was successful for the first 90 seconds of the recovery. Overall, 
it seems that cardiac reactivity measured after a task might be indicative of sympathetic activation 
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during task performance, especially when there is a relatively high level of task activity. To replicate 
these findings on a  larger dataset, we conducted Study 2.  
3. Study 2 
The design of Study 2 was almost identical to Study 1: We measured participants’ cardiac 
sympathetic activity during the VR rescue challenge task and in the 2-minute recovery period. This 
time, however, the number of participants was larger and all of them performed a rescue task, but 
they were presented with four slightly different scenarios. 
3.1. Method 
3.1.1. Participants 
One hundred and twenty-one participants (119 men, 2 women) aged 19–42 (M = 24.11, SD = 
5.72, with an average BMI, M = 24.29, SD = 2.00) took part in the study. The participants were 
professional firefighters (N = 31) or trainee firefighters (N = 90). Participants were recruited at their 
workplace, i.e., fire brigade units or the College of the State Fire Service in Krakow (Poland). Three 
people were excluded because of a noisy ICG signal; an additional 11 people were excluded from the 
PEP analysis because of either difficulty in finding Q-onset in their ECG recordings or B-point in the ICG 
signal. Thus, for PEP and RB interval we analysed data from 107 and 116 participants, respectively. 
3.1.2. Procedure, Measures, and Equipment 
The procedure was almost identical as described in Study 1: we used the same VR set-up,  ECG 
and ICG recording equipment, as well as the pre-processing settings (descriptive statistics are provided 
in Table 2). However, all the participants performed the rescue operation challenge under four 
conditions (scenarios). The only difference between the four scenarios was the presence of additional 
bots or items in the VR simulation. In particular, the control condition was the same as the rescue 
challenge condition in Study 1. The bystanders condition featured several, non-interactive bystander 
bots in close proximity to the car crash. In the dog condition, participants saw a dog at a car crash 
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scene; in the toy condition, there was a child’s toy inside a crashed car. These three conditions differed 
subtly from the control condition and were not intended to significantly change the users’ course of 
action. The original goal of this study was to assess whether such subtle manipulations could evoke 
stronger effort mobilization from the rescuers. However, here we use the data from this study to 
assess the cardiac sympathetic recovery the utility of such data to measure task engagement. We 
manually removed 12%, 33%, and 16% of the data in the baseline, task, and the recovery period, 
respectively (both for PEP and RB) 
3.2. Results 
Descriptive statistics and ICC for PEP and RB are presented in Table 2. 
 
 
INSERT TABLE 2 ABOUT HERE 
 
3.2.1. Relationship between the task and the recovery activity 
3.2.1.1. Correlation between task and recovery scores 
 We found that the PEP recovery scores calculated over each of the 10-second segments were 
significantly related to the task scores, even after adjustment for multiple analyses. A summary of 
these analyses is presented in Supplementary Tables S12a – S12b; the scatter plots presenting the 
relationship between PEP task scores and recovery scores are displayed in Figure 5. The R2 varied from 
.20 to .41. Beta coefficients ranged from .44 to .64, which again suggests a moderate correlation 
between task and recovery scores; as shown in Supplementary Figure S10, these values did not differ 
from each other. 
INSERT FIGURE 5 ABOUT HERE 
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 Next, we ran the same analysis for RB intervals. Unlike in Study 1, we found that the recovery 
scores calculated over each of the 10-second periods were not related to the task scores (the 
correlation from the 11–20-second segment of the recovery became non-significant after adjustment 
for multiple analysis). A summary of all the models is presented in Supplementary Tables S13a – S13b, 
the beta coefficients are presented in Supplementary Figure S11, and the relationships between the 
RB interval task scores and recovery scores is displayed in Figure 6.  
INSERT FIGURE 6 ABOUT HERE 
 
3.2.1.2. Predicting condition assignment using recovery scores 
We planned to predict condition assignment (control vs. every other task condition) using 
scores calculated from 10-second segments of the recovery period. However, as significant differences 
between the conditions during the task performance were observed only for RB interval for the 
bystanders vs. control condition, we aimed to predict condition assignment only for these two 
condition (see Supplementary Table S14 and Figure S12, for details). Nevertheless, the prediction of 
condition assignment was not successful. The details of the analysis are presented in the 
Supplementary Tables S15a – S16b (for PEP and RB interval).  
3.2.2. Recovery patterns 
The time series of the averaged 1-second segments of PEP and RB interval scores are shown 
in Figure 7, Panel A and Panel B, respectively. Similarly to Study 1, visual inspection of the change 
scores suggests that sympathetic activity decreases greatly after the first 30 seconds of the recovery 
period but is still below the baseline value until around 60 seconds post task for both indices. 
INSERT FIGURE 7 ABOUT HERE 




As in Study 1, we found that the PEP scores from the 2-minute recovery were significantly 
related to the PEP scores during the task. This time, however, the correlation for PEP was higher and 
more stable across the recovery than it was for RB interval, for which the correlations were, 
surprisingly, insignificant. Although the correlations for RB interval are insignificant, we found stable 
correlations between task and recovery scores for RZ interval (Supplementary Tables S16a – S16b and 
Figures S13 – S14). The correlations for PEP were also slightly lower for Study 2 than for Study 1. 
Although in Study 2 participants’ age and fitness level varied more than in Study 16, this is unlikely a 
reason for more modest correlations than in Study 2. This is because cardiac recovery tend to be 
slower for the people who are less physically fit (e.g., Darr, Bassett, Morgan, & Thomas, 1988). 
Furthermore, the predictions of condition assignment using recovery scores were unsuccessful in 
Study 2 because reactivity during task performance did not differ much across conditions, thus making 
the prediction task impossible.   
The analysis of the recovery patterns confirms the findings from Study 1: we found that both 
measures, PEP and RB, demonstrated a monotonic drop within the first 30-40 seconds of the recovery. 
This time the pattern of sympathetic withdrawal was also clear across all the conditions as we 
observed rather high levels of activity during task performance in the whole sample. The similar 
recovery pattern was also discovered for RZ interval (Supplementary Figure S15). 
4. Conclusions 
In the current research, we focused on (1) describing patterns of cardiac sympathetic recovery 
and (2) examining the usefulness of post-task recovery cardiac activity to determine levels of activity 
in the preceding task. We showed that sympathetic activity, measured with PEP and RB interval as 
 
6 The age range in Study 1 was 19 to 24 years, whereas in Study 2 it was 19 to 42 years. Furthermore, we 
compared the BMI, as a rough estimate of physical fitness, of Study 2 participants: the BMI of the firefighter 
trainees (M = 23.92, SD = 1.74) was lower in comparison to the BMI of the professional firefighters (M = 25.40, 
SD = 2.32, Welch t-test: t(42.20) = -3.24, CI[-2.40, -0.56], p = .002). 
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well as RZ interval, from the first 20–30 seconds after a task allows assessment of task-related 
sympathetic activity. In our opinion, the current findings might be especially useful in situations such 
as intensive movements or locomotion during the task or when researchers need to obtain real-time 
indices of sympathetic activity.  
Our research could also inform studies in which sympathetic activity is assessed several times 
throughout an experimental session. It should be noted that the length of the between-task interval 
needs to be adjusted to the intensity of engagement in the preceding task as well as to the 
aforementioned characteristics of individuals. Given that our sample comprised mostly young and fit 
men (for whom cardiac recovery is rather fast), the break between the two consecutive tasks should 
probably not be shorter than 1 minute. Otherwise, researchers could expect the activation from a 
previous task to impact subsequent measurements, that is, a carry-over effect. 
Our findings suggest that task-related sympathetic activity is rather quick and dissipates in 
well under 1 minute. However, as already mentioned, it is worth highlighting that samples in both 
Study 1 and Study 2 were relatively homogenous: The vast majority of the participants were male, 
young, fit, and all were white. As has been shown, characteristics such as age, fitness, or gender might 
impact cardiac dynamics (e.g., Forcier et al., 2006). Thus, these individual characteristics as well as the 
intensity of activity while performing a preceding task might be expected to influence recovery. We 
believe the analysis of these factors in cardiac sympathetic recovery is an important avenue for 
research in the future.  
Summing up, our analysis demonstrated the pattern of sympathetically driven cardiac activity 
during recovery and suggests that it may serve as a useful indicator of task-related activity. If 
necessary, although not ideal, it could help in assessing sympathetic activity when such a 
measurement during a task is not possible. 
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Descriptive statistics and ICC in Study 1 
  PEP RB 
  M SD ICC M SD ICC 
Baseline Control 122.40 12.21 .91 79.64 4.86 .83 
 Rescue challenge 121.74 11.70 .77 79.56 4.73 .77 
Task Control 122.15 13.03 .51 77.83 6.84 .70 
 Rescue challenge 117.77 14.81 .44 72.49 8.79 .65 
Recovery Control 122.99 10.59 .60 81.07 4.81 .79 
 Rescue challenge 121.79 13.70 .77 79.00 5.49 .66 








M SD ICC M SD ICC 
Baseline 122.91 13.99 .87 8.02 5.06 .83 
Task 117.05 15.03 .64 72.30 7.86 .70 
Recovery 119.3 12.06 .74 78.58 5.69 .70 
Note. PEP and RB are in ms. 
 
  




Figure 1. Non-averaged electrogradiogram (ECG) and impedance cardiogram (ICG; in the form of 
dZ/dt) with annotated landmarks used to calculate indices of cardiac sympathetic activity. 
Figure 2. The relationship between PEP reactivity in a task and 10-second segments of a recovery 
period (Study 1). The values in parentheses represent the standard error of the beta coefficients. Grey 
shaded areas represent 95% confidence intervals. 
Figure 3. The relationship between RB reactivity in a task and 10-second segments of a recovery 
period (Study 1). The values in parentheses represent standard error of the beta coefficients. Grey 
shaded areas represent 95% confidence intervals.  
Figure 4. Average change scores for PEP (Panel A) and RB interval (Panel B) in the control and 
experimental conditions across task and recovery periods (Study 1). The error bars represent +/- 1 SE. 
The vertical lines mark every 10-second segment in the recovery.  
Figure 5. The relationship between PEP reactivity in a task and 10-second segments of a recovery 
period (Study 2). The values in parentheses represent the standard error of the beta coefficients. Grey 
shaded areas represent 95% confidence intervals. 
Figure 6. The relationship between RB interval reactivity in a task and 10-second segments of a 
recovery period (Study 2). The values in parentheses represent the standard error of the beta 
coefficients. Grey shaded areas represent 95% confidence intervals. 
Figure 7. Average change scores for PEP (Panel A) and RB interval (Panel B) across task and recovery 
periods (Study 2). The error bars represent +/- 1 SE. The vertical lines mark every 10-second segment 
in the recovery.  
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Descriptive statistics and ICC for all the physiological measures in Study 1 
Perio
d Condition 
PEP RB RZ HR 





























































































Note. PEP, RB, and RZ are in ms, HR is in beats per minute (bpm). 
 
 
Correlation between task and recovery scores: summary of 
the linear regression models 
PEP 
Table S2a 
Summary of regression models of PEP task scores being predicted from 10-second segments of 
recovery in Study 1 
  1-10 s 11-20 s 21-30 s 31-40 s 41-50 s 51-60 s 
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Summary of regression models of PEP task scores being predicted from 10-second segments of 
recovery  in Study 1 (continuation) 
  61-70 s 71-80 s 81-90 s 91-100 s 101-110 s 111-120 s 






































































































.369 / .358 .393 / .382 .329 / .316 .354 / .343 .356 / .344 .392 / .382 
 
 
Figure S1. The beta coefficients from the regression analysis for PEP (Study 1). The error bars 




Summary of regression models of RB interval task scores being predicted from 10-second segments 
of recovery in Study 1 
  1-10 s 11-20 s 21-30 s 31-40 s 41-50 s 51-60 s 
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Summary of regression models of RB interval task scores being predicted from 10-second segments 
of recovery in Study 1 (continuation) 
  61-70 s 71-80 s 81-90 s 91-100 s 101-110 s 111-120 s 






































































































.253 / .239 .181 / .166 .068 / .051 .066 / .049 .089 / .073 .097 / .081 
 






Figure S2. The beta coefficients from the regression analysis for RB interval (Study 1). The error bars 
represent 95% confidence intervals. 
 
  




Summary of the repeated-measures models 
 
Table S4 
Summary of the repeated-measures models (Study 1) 
  PEP RB RZ HR 
































































































σ2 11.76 4.41 34.12 14.33 
τ00 53.89 id 2.95 id 35.33 id 21.12 id 
N 58 id 58 id 58 id 58 id 
Observatio
ns 





.030 / .826 .351 / .611 .378 / .694 .047 / .615 




Figure S3. Predicted scores for the repeated measures analysis for PEP (Panel A), RB (Panel B), RZ 
(Panel C), and HR (Panel D) in Study 1. Grey shaded areas represent 95% confidence intervals. 
 
Predicting condition assignment using recovery data: 
summary of the logistic regression models  
PEP 
Table S5a 
Summary of the logistic regression models predicting task condition using PEP recovery scores from 
10-second segments in Study 1 
  1-10 s 11-20 s 21-30 s 31-40 s 41-50 s 51-60 s 


































































































56 56 56 56 56 57 
R2 Tjur .119 .039 .008 .005 .001 .003 
 
Table S5b 
Summary of the logistic regression models predicting task condition using PEP recovery scores from 
10-second segments in Study 1 (continuation) 
  61-70 s 71-80 s 81-90 s 91-100 s 101-110 s 111-120 s 































































































57 56 55 57 58 58 




Summary of the logistic regression models predicting task condition using RB interval recovery 
scores from 10-second segments in Study 1 
  1-10 s 11-20 s 21-30 s 31-40 s 41-50 s 51-60 s 
































































































































53 56 56 56 56 57 
R2 Tjur .412 .600 .378 .350 .265 .190 
 
Table S6b 
Summary of the logistic regression models predicting task condition using RB interval recovery 
scores from 10-second segments in Study 1 (continuation) 
  61-70 s 71-80 s 81-90 s 91-100 s 101-110 s 111-120 s 





























































































57 56 55 57 58 58 
R2 Tjur .116 .125 .076 .001 .034 .024 
 
 
Analysis for RZ interval 
We manually removed 1%, 8%, and 1% of the data in the baseline, task, and the recovery period, 
respectively for RZ interval in Study 1. 
 
Relationship between task and recovery scores for RZ interval 
Table S7a 
Summary of regression models of RZ interval task scores being predicted from 10-second segments 
of recovery in Study 1 
  1-10 s 11-20 s 21-30 s 31-40 s 41-50 s 51-60 s 

















































































Adjuste   <.0   <.0   <.0   <.0   <.0   <.0
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d p 01 01 01 01 01 01 
Observ
ations 




.414 / .403 .347 / .335 .398 / .387 .494 / .484 .345 / .333 .319 / .307 
 
Table S7b 
Summary of regression models of RZ interval task scores being predicted from 10-second segments 
of recovery in Study 1  (continuation) 
  61-70 s 71-80 s 81-90 s 91-100 s 101-110 s 111-120 s 






































































































.359 / .347 .275 / .261 .127 / .111 .142 / .126 .266 / .252 .180 / .165 
 




Figure S4. The relationship between RZ interval reactivity in a task and 10-second segments of a 
recovery period (Study 1). The values in parentheses represent standard error of the beta coefficients. 
Grey shaded areas represent 95% confidence intervals. 
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Figure S5. The beta coeffients from the regression analysis for RZ interval (Study 1). The error bars 
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Predicting task assignment for RZ interval 
 
Table S8a 
Summary of the logistic regression models predicting task condition using RZ interval recovery scores 
from 10-second segments in Study 1 
  1-10 s 11-20 s 21-30 s 31-40 s 41-50 s 51-60 s 

































































































































55 56 56 56 57 57 
R2 Tjur .526 .577 .442 .335 .263 .196 
 
Table S8b 
Summary of the logistic regression models predicting task condition using RZ interval recovery scores 
from 10-second segments in Study 1 (continuation) 
  61-70 s 71-80 s 81-90 s 91-100 s 101-110 s 111-120 s 






























































































































57 56 56 57 58 58 
R2 Tjur .092 .142 .099 .003 .071 .038 
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Patterns of recovery for RZ interval 
 
 
Figure S6. Average change scores of RZ interval in the control and experimental conditions across 
task and recovery periods (Study 1). The error bars represent +/- 1 SE. The vertical lines mark every 
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Analysis for HR 
 
Relationship between task and recovery scores for HR 
Table S9a 
Summary of regression models of HR task scores being predicted from 10-second segments of 
recovery in Study 1 
  1-10 s 11-20 s 21-30 s 31-40 s 41-50 s 51-60 s 







































































































.086 / .070 .044 / .027 .044 / .027 .032 / .014 .033 / .016 .039 / .021 
 
Table S9b 
Summary of regression models of HR task scores being predicted from 10-second segments of 
recovery in Study 1  (continuation) 
  61-70 s 71-80 s 81-90 s 91-100 s 101-110 s 111-120 s 



































































































.028 / .011 .000 / -.018 .008 / -.010 .021 / .003 .036 / .019 .025 / .008 
 
 




Figure S7. The relationship between HR reactivity in a task and 10-second segments of a recovery 
period (Study 1). The values in parentheses represent standard error of the beta coefficients. Grey 
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Figure S8. The beta coeffients from the regression analysis for HR (Study 1). The error bars represent 
95% confidence intervals. 
 
Predicting task assignment for HR 
Table S10a 
Summary of the logistic regression models predicting task condition using HR recovery scores from 
10-second segments in Study 1 
  1-10 s 11-20 s 21-30 s 31-40 s 41-50 s 51-60 s 






















































































































58 58 58 58 58 58 
R2 Tjur .004 .000 .004 .002 .000 .021 
 
Table S10b 
Summary of the logistic regression models predicting task condition using HR recovery scores from 
10-second segments in Study 1 (continuation) 
  61-70 s 71-80 s 81-90 s 91-100 s 101-110 s 111-120 s 

















































































58 58 58 58 58 58 
R2 Tjur .017 .023 .003 .005 .003 .005 
Note. We did not provide adjusted p-values they all were insignificant even before the corrections. 
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Patterns of recovery for HR 
 
Figure S9. Average change scores of HR in the control and experimental conditions across task and 
recovery periods (Study 1). The error bars represent +/- 1 SE. The vertical lines mark every 10-second 
segment in the recovery.   
 
  






Descriptive statistics and ICC for all the physiological measures in Study 1 
 PEP RB RZ HR 
Period M SD ICC M SD ICC M SD ICC M SD 
Baseline 122.91 13.99 .87 8.02 5.06 .83 148.89 19.03 .84 74.63 11.57 
Task 117.05 15.03 .64 72.30 7.86 .70 126.65 2.33 .57 85.13 14.23 
Recovery 119.3 12.06 .74 78.58 5.69 .70 143.60 18.88 .70 85.79 13.91 
Note. PEP, RB, and RZ are in ms, HR is in bmp. 
 
Correlation between task and recovery scores: summary of 
the linear regression models 
PEP 
Table S12a 
Summary of regression models of PEP task scores being predicted from 10-second segments of 
recovery in Study 2 
  1-10 s 11-20 s 21-30 s 31-40 s 41-50 s 51-60 s 







































































































Summary of regression models of PEP task scores being predicted from 10-second segments of 
recovery in Study 2  (continuation) 
  61-70 s 71-80 s 81-90 s 91-100 s 101-110 s 111-120 s 






































































































.414 / .408 .359 / .352 .393 / .386 .378 / .371 .380 / .373 .392 / .385 
 
  
Figure S10. The beta coefficients from the regression analysis for PEP (Study 2). The error bars 
represent 95% confidence intervals. 
 
  





Summary of regression models of RB interval task scores being predicted from 10-second segments 
of recovery in Study 2 
  1-10 s 11-20 s 21-30 s 31-40 s 41-50 s 51-60 s 























































































.025 / .013 .040 / .030 .003 / -.007 .002 / -.008 .009 / -.001 .003 / -.007 
 
Table S13b 
Summary of regression models of RB interval task scores being predicted from 10-second segments 
of recovery in Study 2 (continuation) 
  61-70 s 71-80 s 81-90 s 91-100 s 101-110 s 111-120 s 

































































































.003 / -.006 .008 / -.002 .004 / -.006 .002 / -.008 .007 / -.002 .023 / .013 
 




Figure S11. The beta coefficients from the regression analysis for RB interval (Study 2). The error bars 
represent 95% confidence intervals. 
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Summary of the repeated-measures models 
Table S14 
Summary of the repeated-measures models (Study 2) 
  PEP RB RZ HR 





















































































































































σ2 20.24 6.58 52.84 23.03 
τ00 66.15 id 5.29 id 53.83 id 34.47 id 
ICC .77 .45 .50 .60 
N 105 id 116 id 118 id 118 id 
Observation
s 





.064 / .781 .388 / .661 .384 / .695 .017 / .606 





Figure S12. Predicted scores for the repeated measures analysis for PEP (Panel A), RB (Panel B), RZ 
(Panel C), and HR (Panel D) in Study 2. Grey shaded areas represent 95% confidence intervals. 
Predicting condition assignment using recovery data: 
summary of the logistic regression models  
 
Table S15a 
Summary of the logistic regression models predicting task condition using RB interval recovery 
scores from 10-second segments in Study 2 




















































































































Observa 42 46 50 47 47 49 




R2 Tjur .001 0.059 .002 .004 .004 .056 
 
Table S15b 
Summary of the logistic regression models predicting task condition using RB interval recovery 
scores from 10-second segments in Study 2 (continuation) 






















































































































51 49 49 51 50 50 
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Analysis for RZ interval 
 
We manually removed 10%, 27%, and 11% of the data in the baseline, task, and the recovery period, 
respectively for RZ interval in Study 2. 
Relationship between task and recovery scores for RZ interval 
Table S16a 
Summary of regression models of RZ interval task scores being predicted from 10-second segments 
of recovery in Study 2 
  1-10 s 11-20 s 21-30 s 31-40 s 41-50 s 51-60 s 



































































































.064 / .053 .096 / .087 .083 / .075 .039 / .030 .038 / .029 .086 / .078 
 
Table S16b 
Summary of regression models of RZ interval task scores being predicted from 10-second segments 
of recovery in Study 2 (continuation) 
  61-70 s 71-80 s 81-90 s 91-100 s 101-110 s 111-120 s 

































































































111 109 109 108 107 106 
R2 / 
R2 adjus
.064 / .055 .022 / .013 .076 / .067 .053 / .044 .082 / .073 .049 / .040 






Figure S13. The relationship between RZ interval reactivity in a task and 10-second segments of a 
recovery period (Study 2). The values in parentheses represent standard error of the beta coefficients. 
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Figure S14. The beta coeffients from the regression analysis for RZ interval (Study 2). The error bars 
represent 95% confidence intervals. 
 
Predicting condition assignment for RZ interval  
 
Table S17a 
Summary of the logistic regression models predicting task condition using RZ interval recovery scores 
from 10-second segments in Study 2 




































































































































45 51 52 53 51 53 
R2 Tjur .033 .059 .015 .041 .031 .092 
 
Table S17b 
Summary of the logistic regression models predicting task condition using RZ interval recovery scores 
from 10-second segments in Study 2 (continuation) 




































































































































53 53 52 54 51 52 
R2 Tjur .095 .010 .007 .051 .066 .040 
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Patterns of recovery for RZ interval 
 
 
Figure S15. Average change scores of RZ interval in the control and experimental conditions across 
task and recovery periods (Study 2). The error bars represent +/- 1 SE. The vertical lines mark every 
10-second segment in the recovery.   
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Analysis for HR interval 
Relationship between task and recovery scores for HR 
Table S18a 
Summary of regression models of HR task scores being predicted from 10-second segments of 
recovery in Study 2 
  1-10 s 11-20 s 21-30 s 31-40 s 41-50 s 51-60 s 






































































































.041 / .033 .031 / .023 .002 / .007 .014 / .005 .018 / .009 .005 / <.001 
 
Table S18b 
Summary of regression models of HR task scores being predicted from 10-second segments of 
recovery in Study 2 (continuation) 
  61-70 s 71-80 s 81-90 s 91-100 s 101-110 s 111-120 s 









































































































.001 / <.001 .015 / .007 .010 / .001 .017 / .008 .042 / .034 .002 / <.001 
 




Figure S16. The relationship between HR reactivity in a task and 10-second segments of a recovery 
period (Study 2). The values in parentheses represent standard error of the beta coefficients. Grey 
shaded areas represent 95% confidence intervals. 
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Figure S17 . The beta coeffients from the regression analysis for HR (Study 2). The error bars represent 
95% confidence intervals. 
 
Patterns of recovery for HR 
 
Figure S18. Average change scores of HR in the control and experimental conditions across task and 
recovery periods (Study 2). The error bars represent +/- 1 SE. The vertical lines mark every 10-second 
segment in the recovery.   
 
 
 
